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Agenda
Topics Covered

Introduction & Thesis
Surveillancing Muslim Bodies
Media & Muslim Identity
Distinct Dichotomization of Gender
& Muslim Identity
Reactive Ethnicity & Muslim Bodies
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Introduction
A Critical Analysis of Racial
Profiling, Self-Identity and
Surveillance
The commoditization of immigrant practices in
order to adhere to white social order
Deliberate denigration and vilification of
Muslims
9/11 increase instances in which "excused"
deliberate racial profiling practices
Abetted towards the policing of Muslim bodies
Painted the idea of the "Muslim Terrorist"
Introduced obligatory racist and stereotypical
discourse while stripping Muslim Identity
Creates dichotomies for both male and females
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Surveillancing Muslim
Bodies
1

2

3

Pre-Emptive &
Expected

Favoring "White" Order

Their Worthiness

Selective and itemizes
segregation based on
"Muslim" identities and
segregated as such

Disclose and prove their identity
through adhering to the "white"
expectations which furthermore
supports the hierarhcy

Introduces the
commoditization of nonwhite migrants based on
academia and status

Implications

Concealing Identity
Necessity of concealing identity to
bypass the “arbitrary”, but seemingly
racialized targeting of Muslim bodies at
national borders and airports.

Perpetuating the Villainization
Security measures meant to ‘strengthen’
the quality of our security measures are
inherently encouraging the idea of racial
profiling within our community and
stimulate discriminatory practices
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Media &
Muslim Identity
1

Stereotypes
Supports and uplifts
terrorist-based activities
and feeds into the
narrative

2

3

Intentional Association

Religious Terrorism

Multimedia outlets provide
illogical information with the
overt intentional to integrate
manipulation tactics to portray
negative stereotypes of Muslims

Increased coverage of Islam and
global terrorism including
increasing coverage and headline
data surrounding ‘acts of faith’
including suicide bombings,
terrorist attacks and hostages

Implications

Muslim "Madness" & "Devout" Passion
Those identifying as the racialized ‘other’
are acting in retaliation to the inequality,
injustices and poverty and therefore, create
meanings for censorship that denotes the
racialized other through their impurity and
denigration

The "White Social Order" vs. "Poor,
Uneducated" Immigrants
Muslim “Madness” overexploited within the
media that emphasizes the illogical
interrelation of race and religion that overall
supports the assimilation towards the white
social order and introduces hierarchal based
segregation that is simply based off perceived
conditional attributes
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Distinct Dichotomization of
Gender & Muslim Identity
1

2

Males vs. Females

Submissive Nature

Instilled fear-mongering idealistic as
set forth in previous media outlets,
commonly denoting that male
Muslims are aggressive and violent,
whereas their female counterparts
are subject to oppression and
submissive

Oversimplifications regarding each
gender respectively within Islam, as per
the idea that women are deemed to be
submissive due to the subjugation of
arranged marriages and the prevalence
of domestic viole nce

3

Religious
Fundamentalism
Introduces the narrative of the
aggressive and violent Muslim male
acting against the hegemonic norms of
male behavior. This mitigates the
influence of Muslim communities in
addition to regulating the white social
order that prioritizes and favors those
who are white communities.

Implications

Reliance of the Racialized 'Other'
Based on oversimplifications regarding
illogical associations regarding Muslim that
have influenced many policies and
practices to reflect the misinformation of
Muslim individuals including covert
practices of assimilating the title of the
barbaric racialized ‘other’ to Muslim identity.

The "White Social Order" vs. "Poor,
Uneducated" Immigrants
Muslim “Madness” overexploited within the
media that emphasizes the illogical
interrelation of race and religion that overall
supports the assimilation towards the white
social order and introduces hierarchal based
segregation that is simply based off perceived
conditional attributes
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Reactive Ethnicity & Muslim
Bodies
1

2

3

Theological
Framework

Altering Perspectives

Building Bonds

Those individuals who experience
racism, or any sort of discrimination
begin to heighten their identification
with that minority group, in direct
retaliation to the forced assimilation.

Alters the innate requirement to hinder
their identity expression and insteadadvocates for their self-identity as a
direct retaliation to dismantle
discrimination

Heightened sentiments surrounding
Muslim Canadians building stronger
bonds with other Muslim community
members in addition to assisting with
the public knowledge surrounding the
ideas and practices
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Reactive
Identity & the
Future
Physical Signifiers of
being Muslim
Was favoured, regardless of the perceived backlash
and racial discrimination faced from outward
expression.
Takes the white power away from the "authority"
but to openly practice veiling as a liberation tactic in
dissembling the overwhelming stereotypical
practices Muslim women face

Reactive Identity Is
Imperative
Disregard and suppress the white majority
practices and begin to accentuate aspects within
their own identities and religion
Introduces liberation tactics as a way of reclaiming
identity

Admittance of
Racialized
Discrimination

Policies and procedures should terminate
discriminatory practices and create open lines of
communications with security mechanisms to
dispel the seemingly ‘arbitrary’ treatment

Thank you for
listening!

Questions?

